Student Council Executive Officers Election Issue

“If nothing else, value the truth”
VOL. LXXV ELECTION ISSUE

This special issue of the Prep
News contains descriptions of the Student
Council’s (STUCO) six executive
positions, as well as the candidates’
responses to the Prep News’ questions.
The Prep News’ junior staff made this
issue to inform the junior class about the
election.
For us, the current juniors, the
elections are particularly important. The
results of the elections will set the tone
for our senior year and will determine
who our most visible leaders will be.
Participation of the entire junior class in
the elections is essential.
Over the past three years, our class
has demonstrated extraordinary success
in the classroom and across the full
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What should we strive for?

spectrum of extracurricular activities. For
three years we have observed the strengths
and shortcomings of upperclassmen,
and for three years we have formed
relationships within our class.
Perhaps it was particularly difficult
to choose a class slogan and banner idea
to embody all of this development within
our class. We’ve settled on a motto: “to
strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.”
Certainly, this statement conveys the
determination and enthusiasm we bring to
our varied activities.
But perhaps our motto also shows
that we lack unity and direction as a
class. Grammatically, our motto is just a
string of infinitives. We’ve chosen to let it
represent all of us, but have we chosen, as

a group, what to strive for? What should
we seek and find? What pressures and
temptations must we not yield to?
It’s our elected leaders who,
perhaps more than anyone else, can help
us come together and understand just who
we are not as a disparate collection of
individuals, but as the class of 2012. The
elections on Monday are a chance for us
to define exactly what kind of character
we want our class to have.
And STUCO’s executives represent
the senior class to the rest of the school.
Much of what others will think of our
class as seniors will be based on these
executives. The unity our leaders help our
class develop can benefit the entire school.
We encourage all juniors to

Our questions for the candidates

sluh.org/prepnews

read each candidate’s responses to our
questions to help make informed votes
this week. Each candidate was asked
four questions—three general questions
and one question specific to the position
for which the candidate is running. In
addition, we encourage juniors to listen
carefully to the candidates’ speeches later
this week, or read their applications on the
bulletin board outside the cafeteria.
We urge every junior to participate
in the primary election today and the final
vote later this week.
—The junior staff of the Prep News
(Matt Cooley, Nate Heagney, Joe Klein,
Nathan Rubbelke, and Jack Witthaus)

1. What characteristics and experiences qualify you to serve on STUCO?
2. What changes do you hope to make to STUCO and its overall role in the school? Or, why do you think STUCO should be run the same way as last year?
3. What is the most important issue facing students that you hope to address next year, and how do you plan to deal with it?
Besides these three questions, the candidates were asked to respond to one additional question related specifically to their chosen position:
President: STUCO’s constitution lists one purpose of STUCO as “serv[ing] as a unifying force in support of all school events.” How will you bring students with differing interests
and activities together in support of their classmates?
Vice President: How do you intend to make sure that STUCO and the school’s administration hear student ideas and opinions? How can STUCO better carry out this role as a representative body, especially with regards to the Homeroom Representative system?
Secretary/Treasurer: How do you plan to manage the STUCO budget and keep information regarding STUCO organized and available to the student body?
Pastoral: How will you increase student enthusiasm for the school’s spiritual life and community service?
School Spirit: What steps would you take to increase school spirit at both sporting events and events for other co-curriculars?
Social: How do you intend to spread the word about STUCO events and keep students involved?
The candidates responded to these questions by email. The Prep News has not altered the spelling or wording of any responses.
The candidates are grouped by the position they are running for. Within the section for each position, candidates are grouped by last name.

Ben Hilker

1.The attribute that I
think defines me the
most is my willingness to try. I try to be
involved with anything that interests
me. If there’s even a
chance I’ll succeed
in getting involved
with something I
love, I’ll go for it.
It was only this year that my persistence in
auditioning got me into most of the SLUH
plays. It is this persistence that has driven
me to run for STUCO every time for our
class. Even though that I did not succeed in
obtaining a position, I felt that I learned a
lot each time I ran. Over the past three years
I have remained involved with STUCO as
a homeroom rep. I have been able to juggle
that responsibility with winter racquetball,
plays, Gadfly, and junior liturgy team. I am
also a Latin club officer and a member of
NHS. I tutor a fellow Junior Bill and remain
involved with my parish youth group. These
various activities have given me the opportunity to be a leader, follower, and a friend
to a wide range of people.
2. One of the points of the STUCO constitution preamble is to “represent student
voice on issues of concern”. I believe that
how STUCO represents the students could
continued on page 2

CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT

Bryan Matthews Matt McCarthy
1. One of my strongest qualifications
for Student Body
President is my service as the Junior
Class President.
I also serve as a
leader of my parish youth group as
a retreat and mass
coordinator. I was
also elected as a football captain for the
upcoming football season by my teammates.
All of these activities have given me many
useful leadership skills that apply directly
to being the Stuco President.
2. There are so many good things about
the way Stuco is run. Though from my
experience this year I saw things that need
to be changed; Stuco has to be less Stuco
driven, we are a voice for the students that
needs student input to make the most people
happy. Another change that I would like to
see would be expanding trailers and blue
crew to more students. As seniors we should
all have the chance to participate in these
unique experiences. Stuco just needs to be
an open and available group to the people,
not a “exclusive club” but an opportunity
for everyone at SLUH.
3. The most pressing issue facing SLUH
students is the want of the students to have
continued on page 2

1. I’m qualified to
serve on STUCO
because I know how
to get a job done,
and how to get it
done well. I have the
will to do whatever
it takes to make sure
a job is fulfilled the
right way, not the
easy way. I made an
effort last year to know everyone, or at least
their name, in our class. Even if you donít
know me personally, you can always come
to me to raise concerns or questions. Iím
not new to leadership either; I am an Eagle
Scout, and have two years experience as a
Homeroom rep.
2. I think that STUCO’s role right now as
the event organizer and planner is going
great and with just more communication
to the students it would be perfect. What I
would like to see changed is a more active
role in communicating between students
and the administration. I have heard many
students complaining about things they
would like to see changed, but nothing has
been accomplished because they arenít in
the positon to plead the case; thatís where
STUCO comes in.
3. Communication. Somewhere down the
continued on page 2

Fritz Simmon

1. Determined.
Hardworking. Capable. Loyal. Helpful. These traits
describe me and
what I will bring
to STUCO if I am
elected President.
I have displayed
these traits in the
classroom, on the
field, and in the extra-curricular activities in
which I participate. These include: Homeroom Rep, a member of both the Student
Advisory Committee and the Mass Planning
Committee, Prep News reporter, Racquetball, Baseball, and Golf. Outside of school,
I have been a part of Boy Scouts, KEEN,
lectoring at my church, and CYC Sports. I
am not all talk and no action. I am an active
participant. I show up and decorate, practice,
plan, and help in whatever way I can. I think
that all of these activities and characteristics
prove that I am and can be a leader.
2. I think that STUCO should become more
involved in the events SLUH offers. If a club
or any group is having an activity and they
would like some promotional help, STUCO
could offer its support. For example, as
President of STUCO I would speak to the
‘powers that be’ about musicians of some
sort playing at lunch or in the commons to
continued on page 2
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Hilker

be improved. The problem of representative government is that the opinions of the
students could be lost. Of course, the form
STUCO is in now allows for quick decisions
to be made on topics such as dances and
fundraisers. But once these decisions are
made, STUCO has the advantage of drawing on the student body to implement these
decisions. A subcommittee of non-STUCO
member students, headed by a STUCO officer, would then be formed to handle the
task of planning a dance or other function.
I know that this idea has already been put
into use by STUCO to some degree. Instead
of the group consisting of those close to
STUCO, I would suggest that Zimbra and
Facebook be used to ask more students to
be involved. This openness allows STUCO
to more completely represent the student
body and make the student body involved
with STUCO.
3. The biggest issue that I see facing students is school spirit. I do not just mean
spirit in the sense of cheering at games and
events, but also the day to day lives of the
students. In the busyness of studies, sports,
and extracurricular activities, the school
day can become very monotonous. This
monotonous day can turn into a monotonous
week, into a monotonous month and finally
the year has gone by. What STUCO needs
to do is try to break up the school week. The
first thing would be to revamp intramurals.
These events provide a needed physical and
mental release for students. What I propose
is that STUCO create a V.P. of Intramurals
to aid the intramurals moderator in running
intramurals. Also I would like to increase
advertising for after school events such as
sports, plays, Rocktoberfest, Mission Week,
and other events. The way STUCO would
achieve this is by having a dedicated trailer
and ad committee. They would handle all
advertising for events including events pages
on Facebook and special e-mails and possibly texts. These ads and trailers will give
something for the students to talk about,
giving rise to more attendance at events and
overall higher school spirit.
4. With the various groups I’ve been in, I’ve
been able to see a good spread of ideals in
the student body. I’ve been with those who
love singing, computers, acting, sports,
radio, dancing, government, religion, and,
of course, food. I personally have common
ground with a great many groups. With our
current class alone I have seen a brotherhood
stronger than I could have ever hoped to
see coming in freshman year. We are truly
brothers. They are part of my family. The
problem of conflicting groups doesn’t arise
with groupings within a class itself. The
problem arises when STUCO tries to bridge
the gap between classes. There are just so
many stereotypes and natural divisions that
force sharp lines between the classes. This
problem is written deeply into the Junior
Bill psyche. Many sophomores feel that they
have a right to look down on freshman and
many others feel the right to look down on
sophomores. Many seniors feel that senioritis has taken hold and they should just ride
the rest of their year out. People forget that
this race of school isn’t a sprint: it’s a relay.
Every class has to pass on something to the
next. These problems of division can only be
destroyed by one thing: the example of the
senior class. For one year my fellow brothers will be on top of the school. Knowingly
or not, underclassmen will look to us for
wisdom and advice. We can’t just ask people
to break the stereotypes. We have to show
them that they can be broken. I call on the
current junior class to continue on in this very
fashion as they have done for the last three
years. My role as student body president in
solving the problem of division would be as
only a reminder for them to continue pushing
in the last year of their SLUH career. In our
last lap of this race, do we want to walk it
out or sprint to the finish?

Bryan Matthews Matt McCarthy Fritz Simmon

their school spirit renewed. Previous Stuco’s
have done so many things to do this but what
they were not able to do was put all of them
in one school year. Our new mission week
does not have to mean that we sacrifice wet
billies or Jr. Billie Idol and things of that
nature. The best way to go about getting so
many events into one school year is to plan.
Stuco has an entire summer in which they
can sit down with the school calendar and
get these things down so they are ready by
the time school starts.
4. With SLUH being such a diverse place
you have to have a very diverse amount of
events. This once again goes back to planning things so you never have to scramble
to get things done. Stuco must be able to
give a voice and a spot on the calendar to
things that students might overlook unless
it is brought to their attention. There are so
many things that are possible for the SLUH
community, in a can food fundraiser put together in a week we raised over 3,000 cans,
with a planned and thought out calendar we
can get so many things done that so easily
could be overlooked to make our senior year
different from any other.

line the connection between STUCO and the
student body has broken down. The current
method with the forums is a good idea, but
with the low level of attendance it needs
to be fixed to prevent this breakdown from
continuing to occur. That is why a new system
that involves the homeroom reps more, like
a suggestion box, would be more effective.
4. One of the great things about SLUH is
that there is such a wide range of activities
to fit the interest of everyone here. The
problem is, most people don’t hear about
the accomplishments of the kids who do
things here beyond sports. One way this can
be accomplished is through greater use of
Zimbra to let guys know that there are these
events going on. We donít have to announce
just the sports coming up; we can let people
know about the academic things we have
coming up as well. There is so much we can
celebrate her to come together so why don’t
we start doing it?

promote the activity. Also, I would I would
like to plan more events where the teachers,
students, clubs, teams, and community all
get involved.
3. Student involvement is one of the most
important issues facing STUCO. In the past
I have seen too many STUCO events, sports
games, and service projects basically go to
waste because there is not enough student
involvement. If elected I plan to have more
announcements, flyers, trailers, and pep
rallies to try and encourage more students
to get involved in everything that SLUH
has to offer.
4. At SLUH I have seen all students with
interests in everything from circus club, to
Gadfly, to the rifle range. I think that I will be
able to bring each studentís unique qualities
together by offering a variety of activities
that all students will want to participate in.
Some ideas for these might be more intramurals, movie nights, an all school dodgeball
tournament, and maybe even a father-son
paintball night. Though I have ideas of my
own, I am very objective. I will welcome
all suggestions.

CANDIDATES FOR VICE PRESIDENT

Jimmy Griffard

1. I have been on
STUCO since freshman year, a time full
of nervous energy
and strong upper
bodies due to an
excessive amount
of book carrying.
Since then, I have
learned a lot about
STUCO and And lot
about what it means to run away or run for
things. With this internal drive instilled in me
at a young age on the streets of Florissant, I
plan on helping our class run our school, and
shape it into what we want it to be during
our final year. I want to hear the praises and
concerns facing our school, and use them to
mold it into something more prosperous and
beautiful than it already is. I want to bring
back the days of hilarious Leahy videos
that did not make any sense. I want to feel
the energy radiating throughout the halls
as hundreds of kids pilled in busses for the
state hockey games. I want to re-energize the
school, and re-ignite those feelings weíve had
that made our high school years memorable.
2. As many people may know, McCoy is
the man. But what you may not know is
that so was everyone else on STUCO. The
environment created by having such a great
group of guys was outstanding, and it made
me see that I really wanted to help lead
another amazing group. I want to keep that
atmosphere next year. I feel like with warm
and strong bonds to each other STUCO will
be able to withstand anything. However,
this yearís STUCO was in no way perfect.
Some of my goals for next year are to increase the organization of the counsel, and
attempt to reenergize school spirit. I know
the organization is attainable, but the spirit
seems a little abstract, seeing as candidates
say that annually. But spirit isnít something
that can be drawn up by STUCO members,
it comes from our class. What spirit in essence boils down to is an overall love of our
school. If we love our school than the spirit
of SLUH will flourish. The Prep News said
they would not edit anything out, so Iím
testing the waters here. Hello Mr. Baud.
Anyway, If elected I would help show our
class and our school how wonderful it is to
attend SLUH, because we really are lucky
to be here. I know I shouldnít end sentences
with a preposition but.
3. I think one of the biggest things facing
students is the Prep newsí Ability to entrance

any number of students to do their bidding.
Itís a scary thing seeing the masterminds
attempt to take over the school, but Iíll
make sure they know their place. But in
all seriousness, one of the things I would
like to encourage among students is unity.
Not just unity amongst class, but unity for
our whole school. Last week, I attended a
Kairos retreat. During that retreat, I cannot
tell you how the lives of our classmates
changed my own life. People that I didnít
talk to weíre becoming people that I wanted
to really open up to. And again it wasnít
just students. I saw the students talking to
teachers like they were best friends. Thatís
what I love about SLUH and really want to
encourage. Teachers should be looked up
to, but should also be our friends. Freshman
should be looked at with pity for all those
books theyíre carrying, and they should be
loved. I think if our whole school just gets to
know everyone a little better, well, it would
be a lot more loving place.
4. This question is one of great importance,
and one that I fear. What Iím afraid students
think at SLUH is that STUCO is a group of
guys who plan things to do that should be
amazing. But thatís not what we do. Student
counselís job is to listen to the voice of the
school, from freshman to seniors, and use
that information to assist in creating a better
school environment. If that requires planning, we will plan. If that requires grilling, we
will grill. If that requires flyers, we will fly.
But itís from the voice of the people that we
plan our action. That is why students should
be encouraged to come to any STUCO member to ask advice or come with an idea for our
school. I cannot tell you how much easier it
is to plan something when a student comes
in to a meeting with an idea and a blueprint
of what we need to do. Having a successful
school year is not our job, itís your job. But
STUCO is a beautifully crafted instrument
students should use to create their vision of
SLUH. The Prep News made me get up at
6:30 on Monday to type this. Thanks for that.

Stephen Nelson

1. I am hard worker,
a good listener, a
confident speaker,
and an open thinker.
I listen to a persons
needs and make
sure they are fulfilled I am thoroughly involved
in many clubs and
sports including

racquetball, lacrosse, Junior mass planning
committee, Winter Musical, and NHS. I also
am the Junior Murphy House’s Homeroom
Representative.
2. I really want STUCO to be a voice for
the students, every student not just certain
groups. STUCO needs to make SLUH an
enjoyable expirence for every student. I
want STUCO to be the change the students
are looking for. STUCO should be an ear
to hear what the students want and a force
to make those changes. A great example of
what I want is this year’s Mission Week. Not
only did STUCO finally give us the Mission
Week that SLUH has wanted and needed,
but they also listened to the great fundraising
ideas fellow students offered at the forums.
3. I can not pick out one single most important
issue, but two I want to address next year
is student participation and brotherhood. I
want every sporting event filled with spirited
SLUH boys, sold-out theater performances,
and enthusiastic masses. I want the school
to feel supported and united through the
athletic, fine-arts, and spiritual events. The
way I plan on reaching these goals are
through more Billy-Brigades, trailers, flyers,
and Pep Rallies. I also want SLUH to have
a good sense of brotherhood. I want SLUH
to not have to worry about theft or bullying.
This sounds cheesy, but I do not want us to
think of another student as just an athlete, a
theater kid, or a scholar. I want us to think
of each others as brothers, people we would
do anything for. I plan on doing this through
evens like the Talent Show, Benefit Concerts,
Mixers, Spring Fling, and tailgating.
4. I plan on having more forums, which
have been successful in the past few years,
because they allow STUCO to hear what
the students’ ideas, opinions, and needs. I
also plan on having polls for the students
to take to allow us to get a majority idea on
what the students want. After hearing what
the students’ ideas and wants, I plan on taking action to bring to reality their ideas and
wants. As a current Homeroom Rep, I can
say the Homeroom Representative system
improved this year, and I really want to
keep with these improvements and expand
on them. I want the Homeroom Rep to be
commited and hard-working, and they need
to make sure their Homeroom knows whats
happening in STUCO and what events are
taking place during the week. The Homeroom Rep needs to listen to their Homeroom
and bring forward their ideas so we can do
something about it.
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CANDIDATES FOR SECRETARY/TREASURER

Jesse Keipp

1. I have been a very
active member of
the Class of 2012.
I have played football and lacrosse
with our classmates.
I have run cross
country with our
classmates. I have
done service with
our classmates. I
have participated on the mock trial team
with our classmates. Therefore, I can well
represent the Class of 2012, and SLUH, on
STUCO. As a member of STUCO, I promise
to totally commit to serving our class and
SLUH as a whole. I will work as hard as I
can to give SLUH the best STUCO it has
ever had. As secretary, I will make sure that
STUCO works efficiently and never wastes
a minute to give everyone a better experience at SLUH.
2. For next year’s STUCO, we should look
at the best of what SLUH’s STUCO has
done in the past. STUCO has done some
fantastic things in the past that we can build
from. However, we can always improve. Of
course, this year’s Mission Week was a huge
success, and I would hope to make it an ever
bigger success next year. Each year, STUCO
has done a fantastic job by giving us amazing
dances and the best mixers in St. Louis. Next
year, I would hope to make them even better
and more memorable. Recently, STUCO
hasn’t made very many t-shirts. T-shirts
are a great way to promote community and
show SLUH pride. On STUCO next year, I
would like to produce more t-shirts for the
student body to buy at a low cost.
3. Students have grown frustrated with
STUCO. Some believe that STUCO is
not active enough. I would make sure that
STUCO never does the minimum. I would
make sure that STUCO wouldn’t settle for the
occasional, expected social event. Next year,
I would make sure that STUCO brought more
social events and school-unifying activities
to the table. I would make sure that the events
of the past, Mission Week, Back-to-School
Mixer, are better than ever. I would make
sure that STUCO makes t-shirts to promote
school spirit. I would make sure that this is
the best STUCO SLUH has ever had.

Michael Henry

1. Although my
only STUCO experience is from
my grade school,
St. Joe Manchester, I have several
characteristics that
would make me
right for SLUH
STUCO. One, I’m
honest and easy to
talk to; no matter who you are, I will respect
your opinions and suggestions and represent
all of them at STUCO meetings. Two, I have
a lot of ideas myself. Lastly, I love SLUH. I
look forward to helping this school continue
to improve its greatness.

?

2. For the most part, I think this year’s

STUCO has done a great job running the
school and publicizing SLUH events. In
the beginning of the year, there was a lot
of enthusiasm surrounding football games,
soccer games, the back to school mixer, etc.
But now, at the end of the year, I feel like
that enthusiasm has been dwindling. I would
publicize spring sports better, like baseball,
track, ultimate frisbee, lacrosse, golf, and the
best of them all, rugby. Also, I would like to
make the Spring Fling Mixer and Cashbah
events more organized so that they don’t
conflict, and keep our Spring Fling Mixer
inside. Other than those improvements,
I’d like to continue the great job last year’s
STUCO has done.
3. I think that now, in our junior year, we
have achieved a strong class unity. But I also
think this strong sense of unity is new, and
could have been achieved earlier. I would
like to help organize a “Freshman Fun Day”
for sophomores, juniors, and seniors alike.
I also think it would be cool to have intramurals for more sports, and maybe throw in
a bashball tournament similar to the Spring
Fling basketball tournament.
4. As for managing STUCO’s money, I would
like to sell a larger variety of t-shirts than
recent years past, and continue to bring in
thousands of people to our mixers. As for
keeping the student body informed about
STUCO activity, I plan to take notes about
everything important going on in STUCO
meetings and publicizing these important
events through the prep news and fliers
posted around the school.

Jack Mimlitz

1. I like to get things
done. When it came
down to getting our
Latin Club T-shirts
done, I was trying
to push most of
the way. STUCO
is something I’ve
wanted to be on
since Freshman
year, but I never
had the time for it. Now’s my time.
2. STUCO this year seemed to have a very
minimal role in just about everything. I hope
to push for more things such a T-shirts, trailers, and events, as well as make sure that
the Cashbah/Spring Fling fiasco doesn’t
happen again by paying closer attention to
the calendar.
3. Involvement. STUCO just didn’t do a
whole lot to effectively get people together/
get events together. We need things to be
done and we need these things to reflect us
as a school. I’d love to be a part of making
that happen.
4. This year, it seemed like students relied
on their homeroom reps to maybe let their
homerooms know what was going on. I want
there to be a sheet containing information
from STUCO that goes out every week to
each homeroom on Mondays that reps would
read and then hang up in the classroom.

Sean Sullivan

1. I’ve been at
SLUH the last
three years so I’ve
been able to see all
that STUCO does
and how the year
can be a lot of fun
if STUCO works
hard and plans a lot
of good stuff. Iím
pretty good at math.
I know a good amount of kids in our class
so I could work to get ideas and suggestions
from everyone. I am willing to work hard
because I want my last year at SLUH to be
a good one.
2. I think for the most part STUCO should
be run the same as last year. I think that
similar events should be planned and the
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only changes would just be working to make
everything a little better then it already is,
which would mean maybe more trailers
or maybe adding new stuff to events like
mission week.
3. I think the most important issue is getting
everyone involved because if we have more
people contributing ideas then we will probably have a more successful year. I would just
try to ask kids who arenít in STUCO if they
had any good ideas on stuff that STUCO is
planning, similarly to what we did with the
banner motto this year.
4. I know that STUCO has a website so
during meetings I would write down the
minutes and then get them on the website
so that anyone who wanted to could check
them out. Budget wise I think I would work
with the moderators to see what the budget
is and then try to make sure the decisions
we are making fit the budget.

CANDIDATES FOR SCHOOL SPIRIT

Tommy Behr

1. I believe the
representivitve for
School Spirit should
be comfortable with
the idea of making a
fool out of himself
in public. I think
I’m one of these
kids. I’m not saying
that they should be
a loud mouth jerk
about it, but just someone who’s not going
to care if the hottest girl in St. Louis walks
by and he happens to be wearing a banana
suit while painted blue and chanting about
a hot juicy burger.
2. I think an issue that needs to be fixed for
next year is the way STUCO forums were
run this year. It’s important to hear the students opinion’s, but I felt the forums were
extremely boring this past year. I hope for
more involved and entertaining STUCO
forums for next year.
3. The most important issue going into next
year is the student’s awareness of the multiple
opportunities to participate in. It’s hard with
our busy schedules to realize whats going on
in the SLUH community. Since technology
is advancing I have decided that if elected I
would create a Twitter account to help provide students with information of upcoming
events and also make posts during the events
to let people know how SLUH is doing.
4. I would press for more pep rallies. I think
we had one this year, and that was because
FOX-2 was in attendance. Cheers work a
lot better when you can practice them with
the entire school. I think a beginning of the
year pep rally would be good for all of us,
especially the freshman class, to get together
and learn some original chants. It is also important to let people know that school spirit
is not always yelling at a sporting event, it
can be supporting your friends in the play,
helping with CSP, or simply going to your
class’s dance.

David Hack

1. I am an outgoing student here at
SLUH. I really try
to reach out to my
classmates as well
as the rest of the student body. In order
to be on STUCO, I
believe that knowing or, at the least,
getting to know the
rest of the student body is critical. I am also
very cooperative and a good team member.
I have been part of many team sports like
football, inline hockey, baseball etc. Besides
an athletic team member, I also work with
others in the theater and dance departments.
Lastly I feel my dedication to my classmates
and the student body will prove why I am
running: to be there for my school.
2. Overall, I think STUCO has done well
communicating and advertising opportunities for students to get involved, voice
opinions, and support their school. I have
gone to STUCO members with questions and
concerns in the past, and each time, they have
been very helpful. I hope that these qualities
do not change. I would like STUCO to be
consistent and support all athletic and academic competitors and performers.
3. The most important issue facing students
that needs to be dealt with next year is the
lack of respect for each other here at SLUH.
All of the occurrences involving stealing and
bullying just hinders us from becoming “Men
For Others”. To change these issues I will
challenge the student body to recognize these
hindrances and act on them. I will challenge
them to be the one to begin to change. I will
also remind the student body that we are all
brothers at SLUH.
4. In order to increase our SLUH school spirit,
I plan on advertising both athletic and other
co-curricular events by creating informative
and entertaining trailers. I intend to create
more cheers that are appealing to the student
body along with encouraging the students to
support their peers at ALL school events and
activities. I hope that you find me worthy to
be example of what school spirit means to
us here at SLUH.

1. What characteristics and experiences qualify you to serve on STUCO?
2. What changes do you hope to make to STUCO and its overall role in the school? Or, why do you think STUCO should be run the same way as last year?
3. What is the most important issue facing students that you hope to address next year, and how do you plan to deal with it?
President: STUCO’s constitution lists one purpose of STUCO as “serv[ing] as a unifying force in support of all school events.” How will you bring students
with differing interests and activities together in support of their classmates?
Vice President: How do you intend to make sure that STUCO and the school’s administration hear student ideas and opinions? How can STUCO better carry
out this role as a representative body, especially with regards to the Homeroom Representative system?
Secretary/Treasurer: How do you plan to manage the STUCO budget and keep information regarding STUCO organized and available to the student body?
Pastoral: How will you increase student enthusiasm for the school’s spiritual life and community service?
School Spirit: What steps would you take to increase school spirit at both sporting events and events for other co-curriculars?
Social: How do you intend to spread the word about STUCO events and keep students involved?
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CANDIDATES FOR SOCIAL EXECUTIVE

Christopher Lynas

1. I think there are
a number of reasons
I qualify for the
Social Rep position. To start off
I have been a part
of student council
since grade school.
I have served as
a homeroom Rep
for all of my three
years at SLUH. I’ve tried to be involved as
much as possible, especially this year with
STUCO whether it is by attending round
table discussions or planning meetings. I
am a member of the NHS and other clubs
here at school as well as boy scouts. I have
been on the football and baseball squad since
freshman year. Being part of so many different organizations, I see myself as a fit for
this job because I associate myself with so
many different groups of people. I believe
I am a sociable and outgoing person. I am
responsible and approachable. Because I
enjoy being around other people and talking with them I think I am the right man
for this job.
2. I think that sometimes STUCO seems
to become bigger than the regular student.
I hope to better the relationship between
STUCO, the students, and also the faculty.
I want to make STUCO more than just the
guys who dance around with flashlights
in the parking lot at mixers or the clever
voices that come on the intercom on Friday
afternoons. The small voices will be heard,
and their input accounted for next year if I
am elected.
3. One of the most important issues I see is
STUCO making decisions without consulting the student body. Yes there are homeroom
reps and suggestions are always accounted
for but I think STUCO needs to seek the
OPINIONS and the WANTS OF THE STUDENTS. With all of the tradition at SLUH
things can often get old and monotonous. I
think STUCO should hear from everyone
about how events should be held and done,
or what they even would like to see happen.
I think STUCO could be made much more
approachable. Some possibilities could be
poles done through the Prep News or regular
appearances to the homerooms by STUCO
reps themselves.
4. I plan on not only spreading the word
about events, but also having the students
determine when they want things to happen.
I think it should be STUCO’s responsibility
to offer different possible dates for certain
events and to take feedback from the student body to make them happen. We are
destined to have some great events whether
they are athletic, musical, theatrical, or even
academic. I want to make school events the
cool thing to do again. One way to increase
involvement I plan to implement is off school
advertising. (Recruiting at girl schools). I
strongly believe that school events shouldnít
be limited to SLU High students.

Justin Ramacotti

1. I am a very outgoing person and
that has been and
hopefully will be
my most important characteristic
in dealing with
STUCO. I am not
afraid to approach
anyone and coax
them into attending
SLUH events. I may even pressure them. I
am also a strong leader; I am not afraid to
step-up, make a decision, and get things
rolling. I have served on STUCO for the

past three years and have been able to learn
from some of the greats such as Phil Azar,
Jake “The Snake” Fechter, and this past
year Johnny T. I have seen what worked for
those guys and what hasn’t. I can take those
skills learned, put them together, and form a
mega-social officer. I would consider myself
an avid facebook user with a solidish number
of friends and will be able to create events
and spread word very quickly.

2. I hope to see STUCO really put it all
together ...What does that mean? Freshman year I witnessed a spirit that filled the
halls and stands and fired everyone up. Last
year, a revitalized Talent Show quite frankly
stole the show and packed the theater, and
this year STUCO came together and put on
SLUH’s first ever Mission Week. All of those
experiences were great, but wouldn’t they be
better all wrapped together? Yes, especially
considering we’ve only got a year left. If we
don’t wrap them all together the class of 2012
won’t experience them again. I would like to
spread STUCO’s work throughout the year.
I don’t want to see one big event in the fall
and then STUCO coasting by the rest of the
year. I want to see major event after major
event and I think I can make that happen.
3. Not to be cliche but spirit. I think spirit
fell off after freshman year. It tried to make a
comeback this year and glimpses of it could
be seen at certain moments, but there was
never a constant raging spirit. Think San
Fransisco’s Closer, Brian Wilson, after winning the world series “I wanna rage, right
now.” that’s how I want our spirit...Raging,
all the time. I plan on helping that by bringing the people to the events. Packing the
stands will not only help spirit but increase
brotherhood. I know that if you build it they
will come, but I am hoping if I get them to
come; it (the spirit) will build.
4. Facebook, Twitter (@rammer_time),
Myspace, Zimbra?, eHarmony...you name
it I’ll do it. I don’t have a problem putting
in the time to make a trailer at the beginning of EACH week for what is up coming.
Senioritis may have already set in and there
is a solid chance STUCO is already my top
priority (trailers>homework). I also plan
on keeping the bathroom reading light and
fun with plenty of flyers (clearly that’s the
only time they are read and it makes the
bathroom experience so much better). I
will even sacrifice time and go to the girls
schools to promote because where they go;
our student body seems to go. By then end
of the year though my goal would be for
us to show up even if the girls aren’t there
because of our spirit...if it rages I guarantee
the girls will be there.

Ryan Shea

1. I am qualified to
serve on STUCO
because I represent
SLUH well with
my success and
involvement in and
out of school. I
am always determined in whatever
I do, and as social
executive I will be
determined to do everything and anything I
can to bring back the great school spirit we
used to have and make it a fun and exciting
senior year.
2. As Social Executive I would change the
quality and quantity of flyers/posters and
trailers in order to increase the awareness
and excitement for school events. I would
strive to bring back the school spirit SLUH
used to be known for.
3. As Social Executive, the most important
issue to be addressed would be the lack of

attendance and involvement from students at
school events in order to support our teams.
We need to improve the overall SLUH school
spirit because spirit is the key to success. In
order to improve the school spirit at events
I will have to inform students of all the
events and make them want to go and cheer
on their teams.
4. I will spread the word about STUCO events
through motivating flyers/posters, event
trailers, and enticing deals and discounts
on events to make sure students are aware,
ready, and pumped up for all SLUH events.

Geddy Trebus

We still need to use
signs to spread the
word around about
school events, but
Facebook and twitter seems to be necessary to getting
the word out to the
student population.
In an age of technology we need to
implement more electronics into our school
to help keep our students on top. maybe even
optional text blasts would be nice.

?
1. What characteristics and experiences
qualify you to serve on STUCO?
2. What changes do you hope to make to
STUCO and its overall role in the school?
Or, why do you think STUCO should be
run the same way as last year?
3. What is the most important issue facing
students that you hope to address next
year, and how do you plan to deal with it?
President: STUCO’s constitution lists
one purpose of STUCO as “serv[ing] as
a unifying force in support of all school
events.” How will you bring students with
differing interests and activities together
in support of their classmates?
Vice President: How do you intend to
make sure that STUCO and the school’s
administration hear student ideas and
opinions? How can STUCO better carry
out this role as a representative body,
especially with regards to the Homeroom
Representative system?
Secretary/Treasurer: How do you plan
to manage the STUCO budget and keep
information regarding STUCO organized
and available to the student body?
Pastoral: How will you increase student
enthusiasm for the school’s spiritual life
and community service?
School Spirit: What steps would you
take to increase school spirit at both
sporting events and events for other cocurriculars?
Social: How do you intend to spread
the word about STUCO events and keep
students involved?

CANDIDATE FOR
PASTORAL EXECUTIVE

Adam
Hunn
running unopposed

1. I believe that I am
qualified to hold the
STUCO office of
VP for Pastoral Activities because I am
deeply rooted in my
faith. Religion has
always been a very
important thing for
me, and I believe
that I can help the
school to improve the enthusiasm with school
liturgies. I feel that I have the qualities of
a leader and love to help guide those who
need help. I also believe that I can follow,
that I can take what my classmates suggest
and then try to put those ideas to action.
2. I would like to get STUCO more involved
in the masses of SLUH. While I have enjoyed
the committees that have been formed to plan
both all school liturgies and class masses
I want to see STUCO reps getting more
involved in the planning. I hope to make
the days of service for each class a reality,
not just something written down on paper.
3. One thing that I have noticed over my three
years here at SLUH is the lack of enthusiasm
for class masses. From what I have heard
from classmates, as well as my own feelings
at times, the timing of the mass is somewhat
problematic for students. The Activity Period
is one of the only times for SLUH students to
get a break from the day, work on homework,
get a snack, or just chill with friends. As VP
for Pastoral Activities I plan on opening a
discussion between the student body and the
administration in an attempt to get the class
mass moved to a different time of the day.
I believe that class masses should take up a
class period during the day and not the one
time students get a break. I understand that
teachers have lesson plans that are laid out
for the entire year, however, it is my belief
that teachers can give up one class period a
year for a class mass. With our schools rotation schedule of classes it is not asking that
much for teachers to give up that teaching
time in order to further the spiritual growth
of our students.
4. In addition to what I have written above, I
hope to make all school liturgies more enjoyable for students. I want to see more guys
getting involved in mass, be it the planning
of the liturgy or the implementation of the
mass. I would like for guys who love music
to work with Doc in planning the songs for
the mass, and I want to see artists (like this
year) creating banners for the masses. I’d
also like to play with the seating arrangement
for masses and try to find new and creative
ways for organizing the space we pray in.

VOTE!

Primary elections are today at lunch.
Finalists’ speeches and final voting will
take place later this week.

